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Wolf Administration Announces Bids Opened for First Contract for 
Southern Section of CSVT 

 
Montoursville, PA – The Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT) has opened 
bids for the first construction contract for the southern section of the Central Susquehanna 
Valley Transportation Project (CSVT). 
 
“The CSVT is an example of our commitment to improving Pennsylvania’s transportation 
infrastructure and ensuring safer, more reliable transportation accommodation in the 
Susquehanna Valley,” Governor Wolf said. “I am confident this project will spur economic 
growth and improve the quality of life throughout the region.” 
 
Bids were opened for the earthwork for the roughly 6 miles of new four-lane, limited access 
highway in Shamokin Dam Borough and Monroe Township, Snyder County. The CSVT 
Southern Section will connect Routes 11/15 north of Selinsgrove to Route 15 (and the CSVT 
Northern Section) south of Winfield. It will include an interchange/connector to Routes 11/15 
and Route 61 (Veterans Memorial Bridge) in Shamokin Dam. 
 
In addition to five million cubic yards of earthwork, the contract includes the bridge to carry 
Sunbury Road over the new highway, various stream culverts, and drainage features. It also 
includes improvements on existing local roads to accommodate the new highway, such as: 

• Reconfiguring Park Road, Fisher Road, and Colonial Drive; 
• Replacing the Mill Road/App Road/Airport Road intersection with two roundabouts; and 
• A new traffic signal and turning lanes at the Route 204/Mill Road intersection. 

 
The apparent low bid of $115.2 million was submitted by Trumbull Corporation of Pittsburgh. It 
was one of three bids submitted by private companies in the competitive bidding process. 
 
PennDOT will review the bids and anticipates awarding a contract within a few weeks. Work is 
expected to begin in the summer with completion anticipated in 2025. 
 
“This is the first of three contracts for the Southern Section of the CSVT, which will ease 
congestion, improve safety and accommodate growth in the region,” Acting PennDOT District 3 
Executive Justin Blakeney said. “This is a major step toward completion of this project, which 
will have a significant impact in the area.” 
 
Bids for the other new bridges that are part of the project are planned to be opened in 2024, and 
a paving contract is planned to follow in 2026. The CSVT Southern Section is anticipated to be 
opened in 2027. 
 
 
Work Continues on the Northern Section 
Work is resuming for the season on the CSVT Northern Section, which will connect Route 15 
south of Winfield in Union County to Route 147 south of Montandon in Northumberland County. 
Upcoming activities include paving the final wearing course on the mainline roadway and ramps 



that were previously constructed and installing highway lighting, signs, guide rail, and erosion 
and sediment control features throughout the project area. 

The CSVT Northern Section is anticipated to be opened to traffic later this year. A ribbon cutting 
ceremony will be announced when plans are developed. 

For more information on the CSVT project, please visit www.csvt.com. 
 
Motorists can check conditions on major roadways by visiting www.511PA.com. 511PA, which 
is free and available 24 hours a day, provides traffic delay warnings, weather forecasts, traffic 
speed information and access to more than 1,000 traffic cameras.  
 
511PA is also available through a smartphone application for iPhone and Android devices, by 
calling 5-1-1, or by following regional Twitter alerts accessible on the 511PA website. 
 
Subscribe to PennDOT news and traffic alerts in Tioga, Bradford, Lycoming, Sullivan, Union, 
Snyder, Northumberland, Montour and Columbia counties at www.penndot.pa.gov/District3.  
 
Information about infrastructure in District 3 including completed work and significant projects, is 
available at www.penndot.gov/D3Results. Find PennDOT’s planned and active construction 
projects at www.projects.penndot.gov.  
 
Follow PennDOT on Twitter and like the department on Facebook and Instagram.  
 
MEDIA CONTACT: Maggie Baker, 570-368-4202 or magbaker@pa.gov. 
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